Marie Skłodowska-Curie Post-doc Positions in Germany

“Expression of Interest” for hosting Fellows

This template should be used by institutions interested in hosting post-doctoral fellows within the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship programme. Hosts should be located in Germany.

1. **Valid for the following Calls:**

   - [ ] 2016
   - [x] 2017
   - [x] 2018
   - [x] 2019
   - [x] 2020

2. **Interested institution (legal person):**

   TU Bergakademie Freiberg
   Akademiestraße 6
   09599 Freiberg
   Germany

3. **Institute/Department:**

   Institute of Mechanics and Fluid Dynamics

4. **Position, scientific requirements, topic, discipline*:**

   **Post-doc Position:**

   *Please tick:*
   (according to [scientific subject areas](http://www.tu-freiberg.de/fakult4/imfd/mgf), defined by the German Research Foundation)

   - [x] Engineering Sciences

   Requirements PhD in Fluid Mechanics, sound knowledge in CFD and/or DEM simulation
   Topics: fundamental and applied research in metallurgical hydrodynamics, granular hydrodynamics or turbomachinery

---

1 Deadline for the next call for proposals for Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships: 14 September 2016
5. **Contact person (name and e-mail address):**

Prof. Dr. Ruediger Schwarze  
ruediger.schwarze@imfd.tu-freiberg.de  
Tel.: +49 (3731)-39-2486

6. **Deadline**\(^2\) for considering interests by postdoctoral applicants:

At the very latest two months prior to the deadline of the respective call.

---

\(^2\) Please consider that the preparation of a Marie Skłodowska-Curie proposal requires some time. Fellow and supervisor have to agree on a project and training opportunities for the fellow.